
Voice Control for 
Consumer Products

Beyond Smart Speakers



The Voice Revolution

Beginning in 2006, touch screens on smartphones revolutionized 
human-computer interaction. Over the next few years, as faster, 
graphics-capable embedded processors became available, touch 
interfaces changed how we interact with our cars, appliances, 

thermostats, kiosks, and watches. 

Voice is the next revolution in human interaction, and it’s already 
underway. In 2014, smart speakers emerged as the first “killer app” 
for voice. Next came a new generation of in-vehicle applications, 
driven by the convenience and safety of hands-free interaction. 
Following the same pattern as embedded touch, leading-edge 

consumer products are rapidly adding voice capabilities.

Speech recognition is AI-based and computationally intensive, so 
smart speakers rely on cloud-based services to do the heavy lifting. 
In effect, smart speakers are peripherals of cloud applications. 
Although this is fine for smart speakers, consumer appliances can’t 
depend on cloud services because they have to work predictably 
and reliably all the time, even without network connectivity. Fully 
autonomous, AI-enabled speech recognition and training are 

required to bring practical voice control to consumer products.



Introducing the 
Ambient Scientific GPX-10

The GPX-10 is the first chip that 
enables complete voice control 
solutions at power levels low 

enough for embedding in consumer 
products, even small, battery-

powered ones. On-chip AI inference 
and training enable autonomous 
speech recognition with no need 

to send audio to the cloud for 
processing. 

This chip is a game-changer, bringing 
voice control to the “things” all 

around us.



As consumers become accustomed to voice-enabled smart speakers, phone apps, 

and cars, they expect to control other types of products with voice. It’s easier and 

more intuitive to say what you want a device to do than it is to click through a menu 

hierarchy on a screen. Consequently, consumer appliance manufacturers are eager 

to add voice capabilities to all kinds of smart products (Figure 1).

Voice-Controlled Appliances



Voice control makes consumer products easier to use and more flexible. Let’s take a closer 

look at how voice control enhances five product categories.

• Smart speakers – Smart Speakers can be much smarter than they are today by learning 

to recognize user voices, adapting to individual accents, and processing speech locally. 

These features will improve security, reliability, and latency while reducing network traffic, 

cloud computing workloads, and privacy concerns. These advanced capabilities require 

a neural network processor such as the GPX-10.

• Appliances – Smarter consumer appliances are increasingly tricky for users to control 

with buttons, knobs, and touch screens. Voice control lets users say what they are trying 

to accomplish in natural language rather than manually selecting options. “Hey, washer. 

This load has both permanent press and cotton. Not very dirty. I need it quickly. Start now.”

• Remotes – Embedding voice control within a physical remote control enables it to work 

standalone without necessarily modifying the products that it controls or depending on 

cloud connectivity for essential functions.

• Automation – Voice is a natural way to control smart home products like thermostats, 

lighting, security, sprinkler controllers, vacuums, pool cleaners, and even lawnmowers. 

Voice eliminates screens and buttons that drive up costs and complicate physical 

integration.

• Earbuds – Adding in-ear voice commands to these devices eliminates the confusion of 

using one or two buttons to control all functions, increasingly important as new products 

add biometric sensors.

• Automotive – Voice recognition in most cars today is limited to specific keywords and 

phrases. Manufacturers need speaker-independent, personalized, natural language 

speech recognition techniques, and this requires a new generation of power-efficient AI-

enabled processors.



The easiest way to voice-enable a product is to embed off-the-shelf smart speaker capabilities, 

but this approach is far from ideal. Continuous cloud connectivity is the biggest problem because 

broadband isn’t always available or reliable. Network connections require user setup (which 

increases support costs), and WiFi coverage might be weak or nonexistent at the location where a 

home appliance is installed. Manufacturers are also reluctant to build cloud service dependencies 

into products for business and financial reasons. Consumers are also increasingly concerned 

about sending audio to the cloud.  For these reasons, manufacturers want to move beyond 

the limitations of could-based smart speaker technology and completely embed autonomous 

speech recognition solutions in consumer products.

Consumer product designers are looking for autonomous, reliable embedded voice control with 

the computational power and flexibility to recognize a large vocabulary of spoken commands. 

This requires AI-capable voice processors that are self-contained, powerful, small, inexpensive, 

and very low power. No such chips have been available – until now.

The Ambient Scientific GPX-10 is the first chip that addresses the full set of requirements for 

embedded voice control:

• High AI performance – Cubic Computing for on-chip inference and training

• Complete solution – Single-chip with all subsystems needed for voice

• Always on – Low power inference (suitable for battery-powered devices)

• Autonomous – On-chip AI for inference, training, and re-training

• Programmability and flexibility – Adapt to a wide range of AI algorithms

• Low platform cost – High-volume CMOS silicon

Let’s take a closer look at how the Ambient Scientific GPX-10 uniquely addresses each of 

these requirements.

The GPX-10 Solution



High AI performance – Cubic Computing

The heart of the GPX-10 is the DigAn Cubic Computing Engine (Figure 1), a custom digital-

analog AI processor designed to accelerate neural network algorithms (NNs) at disruptively 

low power levels. Cubic computing accelerates two characteristics of NN workloads – 

repetitive mathematical computations and matrix data structures.
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Figure 2: DigAn Cubic Compute Engine



Cubic Matrix Processor – The fundamental NN mathematical computation is matrix 

multiplication, which performs multiply-and-accumulate (MAC) operations on arrays of 

operands. NN acceleration requires doing many MAC operations simultaneously. Traditional 

digital multipliers can do the job, but these complicated circuits consume significant power 

and chip area, both undesirable for embedded applications. The GPX-10 minimizes power 

and area by using analog techniques for MAC computations. The fundamental science 

of analog multiplication is solid, dating back to Kirchhoff’s current law in the 19th century. 

Although other AI accelerator chip manufacturers also use analog MAC techniques, Ambient 

Scientific’s implementation is uniquely suited for NN applications, delivering deterministic 

results at variable resolutions up to 32-bit with superior performance, power efficiency, and 

flexibility. 

Cubic Memory – The operands and results of neural network MAC computations are 

matrices. SIMD engines (i.e., GPUs) accelerate matrix math by processing rows and columns 

of operands in parallel. The GPX-10’s DigAn Cubic Computing Engine takes this idea to the 

next level by simultaneously processing arrays of operands. This requires a unique memory 

architecture capable of dispersing operands to the entire compute matrix in a single cycle. 

Here’s a simple way to imagine the concept – SIMD is “planar” computing on rows and 

columns while DigAn is “cubic” computing on entire arrays.

The DigAn Cubic Computing Engine combines low power analog matrix processing with 

high-performance Cubic Computing to run sensor fusion applications at exceptionally 

low power levels. Each DigAn core can perform 256 MACs per cycle. The GPX-10 has 10 

cores, so it can do 2,560 MACs per cycle, yielding an impressive 512 peak GOPS and, more 

importantly, 4.3 TOPS per watt.



Complete solution
The GPX-10 is a single-chip solution for voice control. As shown in Figure 3, there are 

two subsystems on the chip. The “Always ON Subsystem” has a multi-channel analog 

input block suitable for multiple microphones. Digitized audio flows into a 5-core AI 

engine that runs neural network applications at extremely low power. The “Processor 

Subsystem” uses an Arm M4F to run non-AI application code, while a second 5-core 

AI engine is available to enhance inference performance. The Processor Subsystem is 

powered down during wake word detection when only the Always ON block is needed.



Always-on

Voice-controlled devices must listen for wake words all the time. For battery-powered products, 

this requires power consumption measured in microwatts, not milliwatts. Low power is also 

desirable in mains-powered devices because manufacturers want to minimize the total power 

consumption of all products.

The GPX-10’s extremely low-power inference engine is ideal for wake word detection. The Always 

ON block runs continuously, even on battery power. When the Always ON block recognizes the 

wake word, it wakes up the M4-based Processor Subsystem to process the spoken commands. 

With the M4F asleep, power consumption during wake word detection is an industry-leading 

~80uW (GRU NN at 20K audio samples/sec), low enough for small, battery-powered devices.

Autonomous inference and training

As explained above, smart speakers use cloud services for voice processing. Embedded devices 

cannot depend on cloud services for basic functionality because of concerns about reliability, 

business dependencies, and privacy. For voice applications, embedded AI-enabled processors 

must be powerful enough to run standalone, even for training tasks such as adapting to individual 

users’ speech patterns and accents.

The GPX-10 can run complete voice recognition applications locally, not just wake word detection. 

The chip is also capable of ML model training and re-training, not just inference. For training, 

the ability to handle high-resolution input data (32 bit) is critical. The AI engine and its Cubic 

Memory have a unique design capable of scaling up to 32-bit operands with back-propagation 

for adaptive training, making complete machine learning solutions autonomous. The same 

features that enable training are also useful for DSP computations. The matrix math is similar, 

32-bit resolution is also essential, and the Cubic Computing cores can accelerate AI and signal 

processing in the same application without halting the engine. For example, the Always ON block 

can perform multi-microphone audio processing, echo cancellation, and wake word detection 

continuously without waking the Arm processor.



Development flexibility

Software development is always a large part of the total solution cost, often a much larger cost 

for AI-based applications. As shown in Figure 4, developers can use standard, off-the-shelf 

Arm compilers and toolchains for the M4F-based Processor Subsystem. The Ambient Cubic 

Compute engine has its own compiler, driven by a “Segregator” front-end that simplifies AI core 

management and integrates the two environments.
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Figure 5 shows the flexibility of Ambient Scientific’s software architecture. Developers can use 

many different NN models with TensorFlow and other frameworks. Intermediate representations 

like ONNX and MLIR simplify code development by abstracting the Cubic Compute engine’s im-

plementation details.



Using multiple models requires considerable architectural flexibility. The DigAn cores are soft-

ware-programmed and capable of accelerating a wide variety of AI algorithms. Programmers can 

dynamically configure AI features at run-time, including operand resolution and power level, with-

out stopping the machine. Multiple applications (i.e., inference and re-training) can run simultane-

ously on different cores. The GPX-10’s flexibility reduces development costs by empowering AI 

programmers to use familiar languages, tools, and techniques without worrying too much about 

the AI engine’s implementation details.

Voice control applications require significant adaptations for different languages, dialects, re-

gions, and products. The GPX-10’s high-level toolchain and architectural flexibility minimize both 

the initial development costs and the ongoing costs of global deployment and product enhance-

ment.

Low platform cost

Voice control is a feature, not a product. As such, the total cost of adding voice solutions to 

consumer products must be low enough to remain competitive. The GPX-10 is a complete sin-

gle-chip voice solution with an application processor (Arm M4F), an always-on AI engine (DigAn), 

and multi-channel analog sensor inputs. Very few external components are required. The silicon 

process node is TSMC 40nm with no special transistors, capacitors, or inductors. It’s just plain 

CMOS, designed for low-cost, high-volume production. 

Figure 5:  Ambient Scientific AI compiler architecture (We might cut this diagram.)



Summary

The GPX-10 is ideal for adding voice control to the “things” all around us. It’s the first embedded 

chip that delivers the AI-enabled computational power required for autonomous voice applica-

tions at power levels low enough for wearables and other battery-powered devices with no need 

for continuous cloud connectivity. Solution cost is low because it’s a single-chip solution built on a 

standard 40mm semiconductor process node and can use popular deep learning frameworks. 

Ambient Scientific enables the next revolution in human-machine interaction – voice. 




